Abstract. Let 3Í> be the subdifferential of some lower semicontinuous convex function <t of a real Hubert space H, f E L2(0, T; H) and u" a continouous piecewise linear approximate solution of du/dt + 3i>(u) Bf, obtained by an implicit scheme. If u0 E Dom(<I>), then du"/dt converges to du/dt in L2(0, T; H). Moreover, if u0 £EDom(33>), we construct a step function ij"(t) approximating / such that lim"^ + x /0r r\n \ dujdt -du/dt |2 dt = 0. When 0 is inf-compact and when the sequence of approximation of/is weakly convergent to/, then u" converges to u in C([0, T]; H) and t]"dun/dt is weakly convergent to tdu/dt.
Introduction. Set H a real Hubert space with scalar product ( •, • ) and norm | ■ | and 0 a lower semicontinuous proper convex function from H into (-00, + 00]. The subdifferential 3$ of O is the multivalued operator from H into ÍP(//) defined by
y E 3$(x) if and only if, Vm E H, <S>(u) -O(x) >(y, u -x).
The operator 3$ is a maximal monotone operator on H (cf. [4] ) and the semigroup generated by -34> has strong regularizing properties which have been discovered by Brezis [6] . In particular, if /£L2(0, T; H) and w0GDom(3O), then the weak solution of idu/dt + 3$(m) 3/ on(0,+oo), (1) |« ( However, it can be noticed that if (4)(i) is an obvious consequence of the properties of weak solutions and remains valid in more general cases, (4)(ii) was only discovered in 1977 (cf. [5] and [1] for a similar result).
In this paper we introduce the approximate solutions of (1) through the implicit scheme (5) ut -uk tk_tk-i 1 n l n^-+d<P(ukn)3fnk, k = 1,2,...,N(n), u0 and 0 = t°n < t\ < ■ ■ ■ < rf > = T.
If /" is the step function taking the value /"* on (r*_1, /*), un the continuous piecewise linear function taking the value uk at tk, and tj" the step function taking the value tk~x on itk~x,tk), then (jfl^f^*) <(//l/nl%-*)1/2+^/or|/> + -^diSt(«0^)-
Moreover if limB^ + 0OMax0<fc<sA,(n)(i* -tk~x) = 0 and lim"^ + 0O/0r|/" -f\2 dt = 0, then
lim || un
It must be noticed that if (7)(i) is already well known in more general cases (cf. [7] ) and is more or less a consequence of the theorem of Crandall and Liggett, (7)(ii) is new and could be of some use in numerical analysis. However, in the general case it appears that it is not possible to obtain error estimates for the convergence of dujdt.
When $ is inf-compact and fn weakly convergent to / in L2(0, T; H), then (7)(i) remains valid and ■x\ndun/dt is weakly convergent to tdu/dt as n -> + oo.
We give also an extension of that type of result for a more general operator A generating a semigroup (S(0),s.o which is compact for t > 0.
The Main Estimates. Set $ a lower continuous proper convex function from H into (-oo, +oo] such that Min$ = 0 and K = {x e H: $(x) = 0). For T>0 we set Pn = {0 = i"° < t\ < ■ ■ ■ < **<"> = T) a partition of [0, T], ek = tk -tk~ ' and II P" || = Max0<Ä<Ar(n) e*. We define the two step functions tj" and/" from [0, T] into R and H, respectively, as the functions taking the values f*-1 and// on (r*~\ tk).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thanks to the maximal monotonicity of 3<1>, the sequence {uk)k=0 >/v is well defined by the following relations (8) for all8 such that 8 -tpn, 1 *£ p *£ Nin). Moreover ifu0 G Dom(O), we have Remark 1. If we no longer assume Min 3> = 0, we obtain inequalities similar to those of Theorem 1 in changing $ and /". To get this we consider x0 E Dom(30) and £ G 3í>(x0), and we set $(x) = í>(x) -í>(x0) -(£, x -x0) for x G Dom($) and/, = /, -£. As 3$ = 3$ -£, {uk} satisfies (8) 
7=1
Then «2 -2anbn -(ag + 22$-} o:,b,) = 0. But «2_, = a2 + 21px újbj, so a2 -2«A -«»-i=0 and an = bn + ]/b2 + a2"_x. Hence a" < 2b" + «"_" and an < a0 + 22"= i f»,-. As it is easy to see by induction that an < an for n > 1, we get (15).
Proof of Theorem 1. First we assume u0 G Dom(O), and we prove (11). From the definition of {uk), we have/,* -(m* -uk~x)/ek G 3$(w¿). Then v «5 -<-\Lk -""""""' | > *(«:) -•(«*-')! so we get (17) K~"" 'I + $("*) -♦(«*-') <(/.*, ii*-«*-') VK*<JV.
£"
Summing all those inequalities, we have
that is,
£* So we deduce (11). From (17) we get for 1 < k < N,
Summing those inequalities and using the fact that On the other hand, we have for any v G Dom($)
In particular, if t> G K, $(«*) -<J>(u) = $(«*) and
Moreover, that last inequality remains true if we replace T -t" by tk and w^ by uk, so
ik-H2+ 2*(«¿K
By applying Lemma 1, we deduce 
J0 ( \fn\dt
With those two last inequalities we deduce (10). Remark 3. By changing slightly the proof of (9) we can also obtain the following inequality valid for any v G Dom($): (27) /;i^H"fi(/>M"+^/> + -\u0-v\+ *Jt$(v) .
p.
To get this, we start from
and then we get rT. , _ , . Before proving Theorem 2, first notice that (29)(i) is known in quite more general cases (cf. [7] ). We first need the following result. When n tends to + 00, Tj"(r) -t tends to 0, uniformly with respect to t, so du. {/"} and {c/w"/c/r} remain bounded in Z,■(*"", 7"; 7Y) independently of « and as u -ün goes to 0 in L°°(0, T; H) when « tends to + oo, we deduce from (36)
As m is continuous, we deduce (31) in letting e -» 0. Proof of Theorem 2. First we prove (29)(ii) by supposing u0 G Dom(3í>). From (19), as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get But we also have, obviously, <39> /0ifi"*+i-*<"<r»=/;"'<»)'"+/;(/'f)""-Moreover as Bm,,_+"**"' = T, t"$(m(7)) < lim inf"^ + xt^-x^iu^). Using the fact that limn_ + 0O/0r(/,, dun/dt)t\n dt = /0r(/, du/dt)t dt and Lemma 2, we deduce in L2(0, T; H), so we deduce from (18), with N replaced by k, that (<I>(h"(í))} is bounded, uniformly with respect to t and n. From the convexity of the function $, it is the same with {<Ï>(m"(î))}, and, as {«"(r)} is bounded, the set {«"(0} lS relatively compact in 77 for any t > 0. From (10) the set {«"} is equicontinuous, so by Ascoli's theorem, it is relatively compact in C([0, T]; H). Hence there exist a subsequence {«",} and ü G 77'(0, 7,77) such that H"--n^+oo« in C([0, T];77) and du",/dt n'-+ xdu/dt weakly in L2(0, T; 77). Hence ü satisfies (28) and is equal to u, so instead of the subsequence {un,} we can take {»"} in the previous convergences.
We suppose now that u0 G Dom(34>). There exists a sequence Remark 6. Using classical estimates on convex functions, it is easy to check that $((/ + A3$)_ 'x) (X > 0) remains bounded when x is bounded. If Qk is compact for any k > 0, the resolvents (7 + a34>)~' are compact operators, and then the semigroup (S(/)),»o generated by -3$ is compact for t > 0. In the following section we give an extension of Theorem 3 to a more general situation. 
